


My story 
It is important to first tell my story, to really drive home the extremely positive impact that 
cannabis had on me in more recent times. 
 
I smoked cannabis when I was 14 or 15 years old. It was definitely the stereotypical 'sneaky 
kids with a filthy plastic bottle hose bong' situation. Looking back it was more like 'doing 
drugs', because we were immature and irresponsible. I have since grown mentally as a mature 
adult, and alongside me, so has the world of cannabis. 
 
I smoked on and off up until about the age of 20, and then didn't touch the plant again for 17 
years. 
 
About 2006, over a period of 2 weeks, I rapidly developed severe Obsessive Compulsive 
Disorder (OCD). It seemed to come out of nowhere, and I didn't know it at the time, but 
starting from the end of those 2 weeks, I was about to lose many years of my life to the 
vicious, vicious destructiveness of OCD. 
 
Not the stereotypical OCD you see in movies. This was the real thing. Absolutely turning my 
life upside down and flushing years down the toilet. I was completely ruined by it. It 
controlled my life, and the lives of my family, as they desperately tried to help free me from 
the seemingly unbreakable hold it had upon my mind. 
 
I had to have multiple showers a day. I sometimes stood in my lounge room for eight hours at 
a time, unable to touch anything, waiting for family to get home from work so that they could 
help me go through the routines my mind was forcing me into, just so that I could lie down in 
my bed and get some sleep. 
 
The rituals I had to go through were absolutely tormenting. Washing my hands 16 times (in 
certain patterns of four, mind you, so it was more like hundreds of times), having a shower 
with all kinds of methods and disposable items to make sure I got through it in a way that was 
'acceptable' to my OCD. Only then was I able to, for example, get some sleep. Then it would 
start all over again the next day, or even in the middle of the night, at the slightest trigger. 
 
I'm sure you get the idea... it was worse than a nightmare. My case was extreme, but OCD is 
no joke. 
 
Over the next five years or so I went through many medications - meaning every medication 
listed to treat OCD, and some not listed to treat OCD as well - we tried everything, 
unfortunately none of which helped much at all. I eventually settled on the 'best' of a 
somewhat useless lot and have been taking it ever since, just to be doing 'something', even if 
it honestly wasn't helping me make any progress at all. It just felt better than doing nothing. 
 
I saw neurologists, psychologists, psychiatrists, therapists, and doctors, both in Canberra and 
Sydney, and while I'm thankful they tried to help me, I always ended up back at square one. 
 
Eventually I worked my way to a livable state, with the help of my family. They went into 
severe each extreme cleaning of our house. Each cleaning meant throwing away all of the 
cleaning tools and purchasing new ones for the next clean. I lost many personal possessions 
because they were deemed 'bad' by my OCD - some irreplaceable that I still think about. I 
reached the most 'livable' state I could manage, and knew that I could go no further and 



would have to try and live with the level of OCD I was left with. 
 
Livable meant I was finally able to leave the house. Drive my car again. It was far less severe 
than at its peak, but I was still left having to wash my hands frequently and unable to even 
touch or do certain things that I used to do ever again. And there were still many mental rules 
that I had to follow otherwise it would all unravel very, very quickly. 
 
On top of the physical manifestations, there is also a whole mental side of OCD involving 
endless counting and repeating phrases in my head over and over again. Facial tics. Breathing 
tics. I could go on. That stuff sticks with me to this day. 
 
OCD takes over every single facet of your mind and body. 
 
One night, in 2018, over ten years since the initial onset of my OCD and after a particularly 
stressful day due to it, I had the thought - I wonder if cannabis could help me? This thought 
wandered into my mind from desperation, but also because I had experience with it in my 
past, and knew how it affected me. 
 
I started researching and discovered that it can be medicinally helpful in many ways, and also 
that there was a healthier alternative to smoking called vaporizing. This immediately got me 
interested, and quite honestly a little excited, to test it out as soon as I possibly could. 
 
In desperation, and a little bit of hope, I bought myself what is known as a 'dry herb 
vaporizer', acquired a quarter ounce of high quality cannabis, and trialed it somewhat 
scientifically on myself over a couple of months, treating it like I would a 'normal' medication 
from the doctor. 
 
I did not expect what happened shortly after I began and was completely blown away. Three 
weeks into trialing cannabis, my OCD was almost entirely gone. It was like an absolute 
miracle. I actually jumped for joy when the realization hit me. 
 
Going from over ten years with different pharmaceuticals that did next to nothing to help me, 
to three weeks with a plant and I was nearly completely free from my nightmare. 
 
It was truly like magic. 
 
Ten years of absolute misery... I can't help but think - what if I tried cannabis at the onset of 
my OCD... could those years have been saved? Considering how quickly it worked for me, I 
think there's a strong possibility that the answer to that question is yes. But you can't change 
the past. I'm just happy to have discovered what this remarkable plant can do and feel a 
desperate need to help bring about its legalization so that others can benefit from it without 
fear. 
 
I wouldn't consider myself to have ever been truly passionate about anything in my life, but I 
immediately became passionate about legalizing cannabis in Australia. How could I not, after 
seeing just how much it can help. 
 
My theory is that, because my brain is abnormally 'heightened' from my OCD, that the THC 
(Tetrahydrocannibinol) in cannabis, which slows your brain down, brings my brain down to 
what is probably a normal or acceptable level for someone without a mental disability. 



 
That's how I describe it to my family - "this must be what it is like for normal people!". 
 
It not only nearly entirely cured my OCD, but had the bonus effect of making me feel far 
happier and more social with my family in general. I found myself having deeper 
conversations than I normally would, I found time spent with my children even more relaxing 
than it normally was. I think this is partly due to being free of the OCD thoughts and I was so 
thankful for it. I think it is also partly due to one of the biggest 'side effects' of cannabis - 
generally feeling really good. 
 
I just felt normal again. 
 
Unfortunately, a couple of months later,  I was unable to obtain any more. 
 
So now here I am, desperate for legalization. Not only for myself, but for the countless 
thousands of people in this country who could benefit from this plant. 
 
A healthy alternative to smoking 
Smoking cannabis is not the healthiest thing you can do. Carcinogens are not good for 
anyone, but thankfully with vaporizing, you can eliminate all carcinogens and still get the 
positive benefits of the plant. 
 
I think that when Australia leads the way with this, we could implement it in a more 
controlled and beneficial way than other countries that have legalized it before us, as far as 
health education goes. 
 
Absolutely let people smoke. People deserve the choice and we can't stop them doing it. I'm 
all for the freedom of choice. But I believe that when cannabis is legalized here, there needs 
to be widespread education about vaporization vs smoking, and people need to be educated 
about it wherever cannabis is sold or grown. 
 
Vaporization is an extremely positive and healthy method of cannabis consumption for two 
main reasons: 

1. It eliminates the carcinogens associated with smoking. This alone is huge! 
2. The 'dose' can be controlled more effectively by increasing or decreasing the 

vaporization temperature. 

 
With a vaporizer you have a temperature range, and the higher the temperature, the more of 
the active ingredients are released to inhale. So if you only need a small dose, just keep it at a 
lower temperature. It is very, very easy. 
 
I could vaporize cannabis at the lowest possible temperature all day long, and not get a 'full' 
effect, or I can run at max temperature, and get a stronger effect if I need it. The experience, 
and medicinal effect, is extremely easy to fine tune and easy to personalise. Anyone can learn 
to do this within a day. 
 
With smoking, it's all or nothing, and on top of that you are getting all of the carcinogens 
which not only change the effects, but are obviously also very dangerous for your health. 



This is where education is important. 
 
I was only vaporizing cannabis at night, in the hours before bed. I can imagine that if I was 
able to use it legally at any time I needed, that OCD wouldn't be a problem at all for me, ever 
again. I can't wait for that day. 
 
And the beauty of cannabis is, even if you have 'too much', it is completely harmless. It is 
very easy for any individual to work out the right amount for themselves through basic trial 
and error. There are literally no risks or side effects involved like traditional medication. 
There are no withdrawals. You could smoke it all day every day for a month, and stop for a 
week, and be fine. You may miss it because you like it, but your body isn't going to have any 
negative effects such as with alcoholism, for example. 
 
I really think we can not only legalize cannabis here, but do it in a very educated way, health 
wise. 
 
Recreation 
I will quickly say that I strongly support legalization for recreational purposes as well - not 
just medicinal. After trialing cannabis on myself for medicinal purposes, it was very clear to 
me that it is absolutely harmless and risk free, so as far as that goes, I came to the opinion that 
people that choose not to drink absolutely deserve this an alternative to alcohol that is much 
healthier and safer. I absolutely believe that there needs to be an age limit just like alcohol or 
cigarettes. I don't regret my past, but if I could tell my younger self to wait until I was a bit 
more mature (18 would be fine) to try cannabis, I would. I know that there are many people 
out there who choose not to drink, and they deserve a known to be safe alternative when 
going out with friends, or just to relax at home etc. 
 
Growing regulations 
This is extremely important. 
 
It is widely known that a lot of the available cannabis currently in the country is not grown 
with the best interest of the end consumer in mind. Pesticides and plant growth regulators 
(PGRs), are a very dangerous and common problem known to cause cancer and Alzheimer's 
etc. Even simply not growing correctly can be very unsafe - some people harvest without 
flushing out the nutrients that they have been pumping into the plant to grow it, leaving them 
in the end product... you don't want to be inhaling that stuff. 
 
Anything that is a poison and can cause cancer or any other health issues need to be banned 
from the growing process, and the entire process needs to follow very strict legal guidelines. 
 
I'm not an expert on growing but I know that I don't want the poisons that are currently used 
by some growers, which are known to be extremely dangerous, in something I am inhaling 
into my lungs - whether that be via vaping or smoking. 
 
In Summation 
I feel that deep down most people know cannabis is ultimately harmless. 
 
There is a reason we, as a culture, embrace and enjoy celebrities known for using it, for 
example Snoop Dogg, Seth Rogen, Cheech & Chong, etc. 
 



There is a reason all stoner movies are comedies. 
 
There is no movie or celebrity that we celebrate as light-hearted entertainment because of, for 
example, heroin use. Even people that use heroin will tell you that heroin is really, really bad. 
 
Cannabis has been a positive part of our culture for a long time. The only reason some people 
look upon it negatively is because of its unnecessary illegal status and lack of knowledge. 
 
There is no need for it to be illegal anymore. 
 
People die from alcohol and cigarette smoking every single day. Yet we have advertisements 
on TV for alcohol and it is a celebrated and enjoyed part of our society. 
 
Nobody in recorded history has died from using cannabis. Research shows that it is literally 
impossible to consume a fatal amount. 
 
I strongly believe it is time to throw away ancient propaganda and misinformation, and move 
forward with what we know today, and what we know is that cannabis is not only harmless, 
but can be extremely beneficial, even to those without a purely medicinal need. 
 
Just like alcohol, if someone doesn't want to use it, they don't have to. But give us the respect 
we deserve as a society and let us have the choice. 
 
I want to end by saying it is really hard knowing that a cure exists for my disability, and I 
can't get it. I really, really can't explain how hard that is for me. Also my parents and family 
fully support me in my submission. 
 
I strongly hope Canberra will soon lead the way for finally legalizing this remarkable plant. It 
is the right thing to do for so many reasons. 
 




